PHILADELPHIAN TREE OF LIFE
HIDDEN ENCRYPTED YEAR COUNTDOWN & LEY LINES
The Ben Franklin Avenue is not only an encrypted Tree of Live, a Serpent and leading up to the museum in anthropomorphic dimensions, but it is also an Obelisk. This Obelisk is in phi ratio to
the Washington Statue much as it is in Washington, D.C. This phi ratio is a mirror if its image along the lings of As Above, So Below. This is seen also in the numeration assigned. The Washington
Statue corresponds with the 666 and the Swann Memorial Fountain with the 999 numerical correspondence pertaining to the ley lines of the Tree of Life.

The American President Barack
Hussein Obama received the Roman
High Priest at the White House looking
towards the Obelisk or Shaft of Ba’al.
The Ben Franklin Ave Tree of Life is
also a masked Obelisk whose base
foundation is at the coordinates of
‘1776’.

The Luciferians use numerology to
coincide with events, time and space
to accent their demonic plans on
Earth. They seek to synchronize the
spiritual with the material and use
man and women on this side of the
veil to incorporate their Kabbalistic
rituals of magic. Such use Earth’s
energy ley lines for example and build
key building on such energy sources to
harness energies and influence the
material world. Key events in the
world are scheduled by the world
leaders that are in league with the
Luciferian agenda to eventually mold
and transform all into the image of
Lucifer.

The significance of the avenue layout
of Philadelphia is not only laid out as
Tree of Life grid but it is also in
approximate phi ratio proportions.
The phi spiral will be used to enhance
the relationship where the statue of
Washington is at the fulcrum.
The layout is a monument to the
number 1776. This sacred number is
somehow synchronized to the Year of
Light or Lucifer 5776.

39º 57’ 17.76’’ N
Base of ‘Obelisk’
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